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LATEST NEWS
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Katie discusses her new CD and latest projects in her interview in the March 2023 issue of PianoNews. Order your copy today at PianoNews.de
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In a yearlong collaboration with Colorado Public Radio, Katie is recording the complete sonatas and fantasies of Mozart in Schloss Mirabell in Salzburg. Collaboration also includes the video blog series Mozart Snapshots in which Katie takes listeners on a journey through the life of Mozart in Salzburg.
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Katie featured in interview in the spring/summer 2022 issue of Welcome Magazine, the official tourist magazine of Tyrol, Austria in advance of her open-air concert in Innsbruck
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Katie’s performances at the Batumi-Tbilisi XIV International Festival “Night Serenades” in Batumi, Georgia were televised live throughout the country. Stay tuned for clips from the broadcast.
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Katie’s full recital from the Iffeldorfermeisterkonzerte is broadcast by the Bayrischen Rundfunks BR-Klassik. Program includes the Liszt Sonata in B minor, Mozart Sonata KV 310, et al. 
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The DW documentary “The World Without Beethoven” wins award for Best Documentary at the 2022 International Classical Music Awards (ICMA). Katie and the nine-time GRAMMY winning trumpeter Wynton Marsalis  discuss jazz in Beethoven’s music with host Sarah Willis in Part 6: “No Jazz Without Beethoven?” 
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